You are coming to MIT in what will undoubtedly be the fastest-paced, most tumultuous year of the Institute’s history. If you want to be up to your ears in campus action, The Tech is the place for you.

The Tech is MIT’s only complete newspaper—many extra readers are attracted by our entertainment and sports coverage. We don’t shrink from expressing opinions either—and when we do, we don’t disguise them as news coverage.

The Tech is also MIT’s most frequently published news organ. Moreover, it is the only campus newspaper to make a serious effort at presenting a professional appearance—our columns are ight—just like the rest of the world. Furthermore, it is MIT’s only campus newspaper to make a serious effort at shrugging from expressing opinions either—and when we do, we don’t

In conclusion, get plugged in to this year. Meet the people who make sure the present is bright. These are the people who make sure the future is illuminated.
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